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About DCP
DCP Microdevelopments was founded in 1981 and is based in the 
county of Norfolk on the East Coast of Britain. 
We specialise in designing and manufacturing electronic equip-
ment for education, although DCP products often fi nd their way 
into homes and industry because of their ease of use, durability 
and good value. From the classic sensing and control interfaces 
like Interbeeb in the 1980’s to our present day leading edge data-
loggers, at its heart DCP still has the same core values it always 
has; affordable, well designed technology which is robust and 
easy to use. We are proud to have supplied more than 50,000 
dataloggers & over 100,000 sensors to schools around the world.
Wherever you choose to buy our products you can be assured of 
free support for life by telephone, email and online. We offer this 
because we truly believe that our products are the easiest to use 
of their kind, but in the unlikely event that you do have problems 
we really want to help, both so that you are satisfi ed and also so 
that we learn from the problems to improve the product or support-
ing literature for the future.
We genuinely believe that good technology should actually make 
life easier, not more diffi cult!

Where to buy
LogIT is available from a wide range of dealers and stockists in 
the UK and around the world or direct from DCP. 
For an up to date list of distributors with contact details & web 
links see ‘Where to buy’ on our website at  www.logitworld.com
You can also buy direct from DCP where we have extensive 
stocks & usually able to ship most of our 200+ products within one 
working day. All prices in this catalogue exclude VAT but include 
free delivery to most UK mainland addresses; delivery to virtually 
anywhere else can easily be arranged - just contact us with the 
items you need and how quickly you need them and we will quote 
the delivery cost by return.
Anyone is welcome to order our products and can pay by bank 
transfer, cheque or credit card, although schools and government 
departments in the UK automatically have a 30 day credit account 
and so can just FAX or email us a purchase order.

Contacting DCP
• Telephone  01953 457800

• FAX  01953 457888

• email  Technical support      support@dcpmicro.com
  Sales       sales@dcpmicro.com
  General       info@dcpmicro.com
• Address
  DCP Microdevelopments Ltd
  Bryon Court
  Bow Street
  Great Ellingham
  Norfolk
  NR17 1JB
  United Kingdom

• Website www.logitworld.com

          Publication reference D779025/1 July 2009  E&OE
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Secondary, College & Academy

Primary & Middle School

LogIT Sensor to NXT Adaptor    page 11      

 LogIT Black Box        page 4

Easy to use 3 channel real time data logger
No Buttons, No Batteries, No Problems!

LogIT Voyager      page 6

The all in one solution to remote 
data logging at Secondary & College level

LogIT  SensorLink    page 10

SensorLink is a cost effective & easy 
single channel USB datalogger

LogIT DataVision     page 8

The ultimate 6 channel datalogger. Data collection, 
display & analysis without a computer! 

Microsense Sensors    
page 13

All pre-calibrated & feature 
auto identifi cation - just plug 
in and go.

For details of our popular  Explorer 

range for Primary & Middle schools 

please see separate brochure and 

price list.

LogIT Sensor to NXT Adaptor

Use LogIT Microsense sensors with the 

new LEGO NXT!

No calibration required, simply download free sensor 

blocks to Mindstorms, plug in sensor and go!

Supports Robot interaction and data logging

LogIT DataMeter 1000, LIVE & LogIT SL

DataMeter and LIVE data loggers are classic older LogIT models and are still 

available while stocks last - see back page of this catalogue or contact DCP. 

Service and repairs for all of our products, old or new, continue to be available.
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Cooling curves
Subject: Chemistry

Sensor:  Temperature

Aim:
To show the technique for recording a cooling curve and subsequent freezing point for tap, distilled and salty water.

Overview:
A change of state is a change from one physical state to another eg. solid to liquid or liquid to gas.  While this change of state is occurring, there is no 
change in temperature as all of the energy is used to make or break molecular bonds.  In practice this can be quite difficult to show.

Equipment required: LogIT Black Box
   Temperature sensor
   Small vessel, beaker or boiling tube
   Freezer
   Salt (Sodium Chloride)
   Tap water (No hotter than 40OC)
   Distilled water (No hotter than 40OC)
Hazards:  
 If warming the water first, make sure the water is not too hot for the ability of the students. Water 
 temperature above 55 oC will scold Students.  It is sometimes useful to use hot water from the 
 schools water supply.
 Care must be taken if using kettles to heat the water.  Allow the temperature to cool before use.
 To avoid cross contamination, do not use a freezer which contains food for human consumption. 
 Do not put very hot water into a freezer as damage to the freezer may result.
Setup:
 1. Connect the Temperature sensor to Black Box and then connect Black Box to the computer.
 2. Start the logging software.
 2. Place the water into the small vessel, beaker or boiling tube.
 
 Note:  For good results it is necessary to make sure that the Temperature probe does not touch the sides of the container.  This can be   
 achieved either by passing the probe through thick card and suspend the probe in the middle of the water or by carefully ‘hooking’ the 
 probe on the edge of the vessel using the probe’s cable. (Do not bend the cable at a tight angle as this can damage the cable)

 If warming the water first, make sure the water is not too hot for the ability of the students. Water 
 will scold Students.  It is sometimes useful to use hot water from the 

 Care must be taken if using kettles to heat the water.  Allow the temperature to cool before use.
 To avoid cross contamination, do not use a freezer which contains food for human consumption. 
 Do not put very hot water into a freezer as damage to the freezer may result.

1. Connect the Temperature sensor to Black Box and then connect Black Box to the computer.

 Note:  For good results it is necessary to make sure that the Temperature probe does not touch the sides of the container.  This can be   
 achieved either by passing the probe through thick card and suspend the probe in the middle of the water or by carefully ‘hooking’ the 
 probe on the edge of the vessel using the probe’s cable. (Do not bend the cable at a tight angle as this can damage the cable)
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Cooling by evaporation 
Subject: Physics

Sensor:  Temperature

Aim:
This simple procedure can be used to show the heat being absorbed by an evaporating liquid and the subsequent drop in temperature plotted.  

Overview:
Latent heat is the heat absorbed or released by a substance as it changes state ie. liquid to gas at a constant temperature and pressure. The latent 
heat needed for evaporation is taken from the liquid itself  which subsequently cools and as a result cools its surroundings.  
The method provides scope for pupils to expand their thinking about heat absorption, evaporation and how the body might keep cool.

Equipment required: LogIT Voyager
   Temperature sensor
   Clamp stand or similar
   Paper towels, pipettes drip tray or mat
   Distilled water
   Methylated spirit/alcohol/mineral spirit
Hazards:  
 Children should be supervised at all times.
 Ensure the datalogger cannot come into contact with water or damp.
 Goggles should be worn and avoid skin contact with samples.
 Always check your local regulations or a school advisory service such as CLEAPSS or SSERC for 
 guidance on the use of any hazardous material or source.
Setup:
 1. Cut strips of a paper towel about 3 cm long and the width of the temperature sensors stainless tip. (About 7 mm)
 2. Mount the temperature sensor horizontally in the clamp stand.
 3. Fold the strip of paper in half and by slightly squashing it, place it onto the end of the mounted temperature sensor. (see picture)
 4. Connect the temperature sensor to Voyager and connect Voyager to the computer.
 5. Start the datalogging software and if necessary set the time span to 3 minutes.
 Note: If using a clamp stand to hold the temperature sensor, do not clamp too tightly. 
 You can use cotton wool instead of paper but be aware that placing the cotton wool on the temperature sensor is difficult and if covered   
 in methylated spirit can be a handling hazard.  By tightly squeezing the paper you should find it sits securely on the probe tip. 

 Ensure the datalogger cannot come into contact with water or damp.
 Goggles should be worn and avoid skin contact with samples.
 Always check your local regulations or a school advisory service such as CLEAPSS or SSERC for 

1. Cut strips of a paper towel about 3 cm long and the width of the temperature sensors stainless tip. (About 7 mm)
 2. Mount the temperature sensor horizontally in the clamp stand.
 3. Fold the strip of paper in half and by slightly squashing it, place it onto the end of the mounted temperature sensor. (see picture)
 4. Connect the temperature sensor to Voyager and connect Voyager to the computer.
 5. Start the datalogging software and if necessary set the time span to 3 minutes.
 Note: If using a clamp stand to hold the temperature sensor, do not clamp too tightly. 
 You can use cotton wool instead of paper but be aware that placing the cotton wool on the temperature sensor is difficult and if covered   
 in methylated spirit can be a handling hazard.  By tightly squeezing the paper you should find it sits securely on the probe tip. 
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Method:
 1. Place either the fi nger or hold a piece of black card over the end of the SmartEye sensor.
 2. Place the sensor about 30cm from the fl uorescent lamp.
 3. Uncover the end of the sensor allowing the light to enter the sensor.
 Note: This method should produce some very repeatable results but needs a little practise in where exactly to aim the sensor. 
 Make sure that the sensor is pointing directly at the edge of the lamp so as not to reduce the amount of light entering the sensor.  This  
 shouldn’t however affect the frequency however.
 
Results:
 Are the results surprising?  Why can the human eye not see this effect?
 Can the frequency of the lamp be calculated from the results?  What is surprising about this result?
 What factors do you think may have contributed to any incorrect results?
 What would you do to improve the accuracy of the experiment?  
 
Going further:
 A television infrared remote control can give interesting results.  Use the same method but instead of holding a fi nger or card over the  
 sensor, simply aim the remote directly at the end of the sensor (about 1 cm away) and press one of the remote control’s buttons.  
 From the results, you can show how different controls produce different shaped signals in order to operate the different functions of  
 the remote.  This can be achieved by using the ‘Overlay’ function to compare the signals directly. 
 Try using the ‘scope’ mode in LogIT Lab changing the ‘Time/Div’ and ‘Volts/Div’ to obtain a larger trace.

 Fluorescent Lamp.       Television remote control.
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Teacher resources    page 19

Microsense Sensors

NEW!

NEW!

LogIT     Overview     LogIT     Overview     LogIT     Overview     LogIT     Overview     
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BLACK BOX IS A REAL-TIME
DATALOGGING INTERFACE WHICH 
CONNECTS TO A PC OR MAC FOR 
LIVE DISPLAY OF UP TO 3 SENSORS 

COMPLETE STARTER SET ONLY £99!

Black Box sets come with a comprehensive 
handbook which describes 15 experiments

COMPLETE LAB IN A BOX FOR ONLY £99!

Colour LEDs 
match inputs 

to graphs

USB port
for computer
and power
connection

3 LogIT
microsense 

sensor 
inputs

LogIT     Black Box 

• No buttons - all controlled by PC
• No batteries needed - USB powered
• Live scope display for sound waves etc
• 3 standard LogIT sensor inputs
• Colour LEDs match inputs to graphs

Some of the Experiments shown 
using sensors included:

• States of matter
• Endothermic reactions
• Effects of Friction on speed
• Cooling by evaporation
• Energy in food
  Plus many more...

Note that Oscilloscope feature is currently only available 
with Windows software but will also be on Mac OS X and 
Linux from January 2010
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BLACK BOX DATALOGGING 
ONE PACK
• Black Box Datalogging interface

• HiTemp temperature sensor (-10 to +110˚C)

• SmartEye Light level (20000LUX) & Timing sensor

• USB computer cable

• 40 page instruction & experiment handbook

• Single Carry case

• Windows: LogIT Lab 4 Black Box Single User CD

• Mac OSX: DataSweet Datalogging Single User CD
  See page 11-12 for more software information

DCP No    Description   UK Edu £
D102520   Black Box ONE set for Windows £99.00
D102525   Black Box ONE set for Mac OSX £99.00

D102510   Black Box only - no sensors, etc £79.00

10 year guarantee on the Black Box interface. 
UK only - Fair use terms and conditions apply.

Easy USB live datalogging from £99        

BLACK BOX DATALOGGING 
FIVE PACK
 •  5 x Black Box Datalogging interfaces

•  5 x HiTemp temperature sensors (-10 to +110˚C)

•  5 x SmartEye Light (20,000LUX) & Timing sensors

•  1 x ProTemp temperature probe + 1m cable

•  5 x USB computer cables

•  5 x 40 page instruction & experiment handbooks

•  1 x Large Carry case

•  Windows: LogIT Lab 4 Black Box Site License CD

•  Mac OSX: DataSweet Datalogging Five User CD
  See page 11-12 for more software information

DCP No    Description   UK Edu £
D102530   Black Box FIVE set for Windows £495.00
D102535   Black Box FIVE set for Mac OSX £495.00

10 year guarantee on the Black Box interface. 
UK only - Fair use terms and conditions apply.

 COMES WITH 10 YEAR   WARRANTY!

 COMES WITH 

 COMES WITH 10 YEAR   WARRANTY!

• OVER 50 SENSORS AVAILABLE

• CONNECT COMPUTER & GO! 

• COMPACT & PORTABLE 

• IDEAL FOR NETBOOKS

• NO BATTERIES 

• NO SWITCHES 

STILL NOT SURE? TRY BLACK BOX FOR 14 DAYS - ASK FOR DETAILS
5



VOYAGER IS A PORTABLE 
DATALOGGER WITH DISPLAY AND 
MEMORY FOR INDEPENDANT 
LOGGING FROM A COMPUTER

COMPLETE STARTER SET £199!

Voyager sets come with a comprehensive 
handbook showing 15 experiments for 
Chemistry, Biology & Physics.
PORTABLE DATALOGGING SETS FROM ONLY £199!

Easy
Green = Start
Red = Stop
Blue = menu

USB port
for computer
connection

3 LogIT
Microsense® 

sensor 
inputs

4 AA 
batteries last
a year with 

average 
use

Clear LCD
screen shows

all sensor 
readings

LogIT     Voyager datalogger 

• Easy - Green to Start, Red to stop
• 3 LogIT sensor inputs
• AutoLog for up to 3 months
• Snapshot single event
• Fast Stopwatch timing
• Live scope display on PC
• Bluetooth wireless option

Some of the Experiments shown 
using sensors supplied include

• Simple Harmonic Motion
• Combustion of Fuels
• Soil temperature analysis
• Cooling by evaporation
• States of matter

Note that Oscilloscope and Bluetooth wireless features 
are currently only available with Windows software but 
will be on Mac OS X and Linux from January 2010
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VOYAGER & VOYAGER AIR
DATALOGGING ONE PACKS
• Voyager remote datalogger with display

• HiTemp temperature sensor (-10 to +110˚C)

• SmartEye Light level (20,000LUX) & Timing sensor

• USB computer cable

• 42 page instruction & experiment handbook

• Single Carry case

• Windows: LogIT Lab 4 for Voyager Single User CD

• Mac OSX: DataSweet Datalogging Single User CD
    See page 11-12 for more software information

DCP No    Description   UK Edu £
D102110   Voyager ONE WIndows Pack            £199
D102111   Voyager ONE Mac OSX Pack            £199
Voyager AIR with Class 1 Long range Bluetooth & USB:
D102112   Voyager Air ONE Windows Pack    £249
D107020   Class 1 Bluetooth adapter for PC    £39.90

Portable or Lab datalogging      

VOYAGER & VOYAGER AIR
DATALOGGING FIVE PACKS
 •  5 x Voyager remote datalogger with display

•  5 x HiTemp temperature sensors (-10 to +110˚C)

•  5 x SmartEye Light (20,000LUX) & Timing sensors

•  1 x ProTemp temperature probe + 1m cable

•  5 x USB computer cables

•  5 x 42 page instruction & experiment handbooks

•  1 x Large Carry case

•  Windows: LogIT Lab 4 for Voyager Site License CD

•  Mac OSX: DataSweet Datalogging Five User CD
    See page 11-12 for more software information

DCP No    Description   UK Edu £
D102115   Voyager FIVE WIndows Pack            £995
D102116   Voyager FIVE Mac OSX Pack   £995
Voyager AIR with Class 1 Long range Bluetooth & USB:
D102117   Voyager Air FIVE Windows Pack    £1245
D107020   Class 1 Bluetooth adapter for PC    £39.90

STILL NOT SURE? TRY VOYAGER FOR 14 DAYS - ASK FOR DETAILS

• USE REMOTELY OR LIVE WITH PC

• MEASURES SENSOR LEVELS & TIMING

• FAST SCOPE FOR SOUND WAVES ETC  

• DISPLAY ENABLES USE AS A METER

• EASY - PLUG IN SENSORS & GO

• OVER 50 SENSORS AVAILABLE

VOYAGER & VOYAGER AIR
DATALOGGING FIVE PACKS

Voyagers with 
Class 1 Bluetooth 
100m Long Range 
Wireless available

7



6 INPUT DATALOGGER WITH COLOUR 
SCREEN TO SHOW GRAPHS, TABLES 
AND SENSOR READINGS

DataVision is the computer independant datalogger with a 
clear colour screen & robust aluminium splashproof case. 
Ideal for the toughest Lab or the roughest Field Trips!
From £300 each in the Class set including free site license!

Easy to use:
Green to Start
Red to Stop

6 LogIT
Microsense® 

sensor 
inputs

Tough 
Splashproof
aluminium 

casing

Clear LCD
graphic screen 
even works in 

bright sun

3 sensor Cooling curve display

Simple Harmonic Motion display

LogIT    DataVision BX and CX

• Use up to 6 analogue or digital sensors
• Up to 20,0000 readings per experiment
• Stores up to 50 named experiment data fi les
• Colour display shows graphs, tables and meters
• Tough and splashproof aluminium case
• Oscilloscope & frequency displays on CX model
• More than 50 sensors & adapters available
• Dual USB and serial connectivity
• Built-in rechargeable battery topped up by USB

8



DATAVISION SINGLE PACKS
• DataVision - CX also has Scope & frequency meter

• USB computer cable

• Quick Start & Full instruction guides

• UK Mains adapter / charger

• Carry & storage case

Starter Packs include all of the above plus:

• HiTemp temperature sensor (-10 to +110˚C)

• General Light level sensor

• LogIT Lab 4 for DataVision Single User CD
    See page 11 for detailed software information
DCP No    Description   UK Edu £
D100380   BX only pack-charger & case only £299
D100385   BX starter inc sensors & software £349
D100350   CX only pack-charger & case only £359
D100355   CX starter inc sensors & software £399

Add Bluetooth long range wireless connectivity with AirLink
D107010   AirLink Bluetooth for DataVision £70
D107020   Class 1 Bluetooth adapter for PC £39.90

Tough datalogger with Graphic screen

DATAVISION CX CLASS SET
BEST VALUE - SAVES £500!
• 5 x DataVision CX with scope & frequency meter

• 1 x Sound Wave sensor (ideal for scope mode!)

• 5 x USB computer cables

• 5 x Quick Start & Full instruction guides

• 5 x UK Mains adapter / chargers

• 5 x Carry & storage cases

• 1 x LogIT Lab DataVision unlimited Site License CD
    See page 11 for detailed software information

DCP No    Description   UK Edu £
D100360   DataVision CX Class set as above £1495

Add Bluetooth long range wireless connectivity with AirLink
D107010   AirLink Bluetooth for DataVision £70
D107020   Class 1 Bluetooth adapter for PC £39.90

EURO AND USA style ac adapters are also available

STILL NOT SURE? TRY DATAVISION FOR 14 DAYS - ASK FOR DETAILS

USE DATAVISION INDEPENDANTLY OF

COMPUTER OR CONNECT TO TRANSFER 

AND PRINT DATA OR LOG LIVE ON THE PCAND PRINT DATA OR LOG LIVE ON THE PCAND PRINT DATA OR LOG LIVE ON THE PCAND PRINT DATA OR LOG LIVE ON THE PC

DATAVISION CX CLASS SETDATAVISION CX CLASS SETDATAVISION CX CLASS SET

USE DATAVISION INDEPENDANTLY OF

Oscilloscope display - CX only

              Timing display
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SINGLE SENSOR
USB DATALOGGER

LogIT     Sensorlink USB datalogger 

Sensorlink works with all LogIT Microsense® sensors and 
you can use 2 or 3 together for multichannel logging!!
Ideal for Lab bench or portable use with netbooks.
Just £49 inc software & USB cable! Just add sensors...

Sensorlink 
works with

any standard
LogIT sensor

SENSORLINK USB DATALOGGER
ONLY £49 INC SOFTWARE & CABLE

Each SensorLink Pack includes

• Sensorlink USB single channel datalogger

• USB cable

• Windows: LogIT Lab 4 SensorLink Single User CD

• Mac OSX: DataSweet Datalogging Single User CD

See pages 11 & 12 for detailed software information

DCP No    Description   UK Edu £
D103012   SensorLink for Windows pack £49
D103015   SensorLink for Mac OSX pack £49

Sensorlink plus multimedia resource CD and light sensor
D103010   Experiment! for Windows pack £69

Multicolour
LED lights to 
match graph 

trace

Standard
USB connector
for Windows PC

or MAC OSX

£49

• Makes any LogIT sensor a USB sensor

• Works with full range of LogIT sensors

• 1 Mouse click to start and stop logging!

• Can use 2 or 3 for multi-sensor logging

• No batteries - takes its power from USB

• Ideal to take on fi eld trips with notebook

• More than 50 sensors etc available

10



LogIT Lab 4 is the software supplied with Windows data logger 
packs and is very easy to use. The Universal edition works with all 
current and previous LogIT Models and supports all features like 
Bluetooth, Timing and Control as well as regular datalogging.

• Split screen option allows data to be seen as Graph, 
   table, Bars & big digits individually or simultaneously
• One click Autolog or manual datalogging settings.
• Continuous readings or Snapshot logging
• Oscilloscope screen for live waveform display using 
   LogIT’s such as Black Box and Voyager
• Display data in graph, meter and table form
• Tools for Area, Differentiation, Integration & Best fi t line
• Measure time interval, speed, velocity, kinetic energy,
   acceleration, momentum,simple harmonic motion period.
•  Fetch data stored remotely from any LogIT data logger
•  Export in various formats inc into Excel or Inspire Data.
•  Overlay of repeated experiments and data smoothing

LogIT Lab for Windows • SCC Research

AS
SUPPLIEDIN LOGIT WINDOWS
PACKS

LEGO NXT to LogIT sensor adapterLEGO NXT to LogIT sensor adapter

Features
• Allows range of LogIT Microsense sensors to be used 
   with the NXT and Mindstorms software
• Integrate LogIT sensors into Robotic projects
• Program motors & actuators to work on sensor readings
• Produce data logging graphs with the Mindstorms   
   software (v2.0 or later)
• No calibration of sensors necessary
• Sensor blocks freely downloadable

Humidity sensor attached to NXT

Data logging using Mindstorms

Tracking Electrosmog with NXT!

NEW!

LogIT - Data logging made easy      www.logitworld.com

LogIT Lab 4 for Windows
Universal editions works with all LogIT models: Black Box, 
Voyager,Explorer,DataVision,DataMeter,Sensorlink,LIVE, SL.
Min PC specifi cations: Windows 98SE & above inc Vista. 
Both standard and MSI Installers for networks inc on CD
Each pack comes with Manual, software CD and license. 
Site version licenses unlimited number of users on same site

DCP No    Description   UK Edu £
D100520   LogIT Lab 4 Universal Single user   £  50
D100525   LogIT Lab 4 Universal Site version   £130
D100527   LogIT Lab 3 to 4 Site upgrade   £  90

LEGO NXT to LogIT Sensor adapter
Supplied with instructions and software download links
Datalogging requires LEGO Mindstorms version 2 or later
DCP No    Description   UK Edu £
D100340   LEGO NXT to LogIT sensor adapter   £  TBA

LogIT - Data logging made easy      www.logitworld.com11
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DataSweet Datalogging for Mac OS X is an easy to use soft-
ware package for modern Apple Mac’s & supports simultane-
ous data logging & video recording from built in Mac iSight 
cameras or similar.
•  Real time live display of data from LogITs
•  Display data in graph, meter and table form
•  Fetch data from a remote recording LogIT
•  Automatic, manual or single snapshot logging rates
•  Video capture synced with logging using iSight or similar
•  Replay datalogging experiment and video simultaneously
•  Export data in TSV, CSV or text formats
•  Save data, drag graph or print options
•  Program can be set to autorun when LogIT plugged in
•  Please note that this software does not currently support 
   LogIT Bluetooth, Oscilloscope, Timing or Control facilities

DataSweet Datalogging for Mac OS X  • Kudlian Soft

DataSweet Datalogging for Mac OSX
Compatible with LogIT Black Box, Voyager, Explorer, 
DataMeter 1000 and Sensorlink.
Mac specifi cations: Power PC or Intel based Mac
running OS X 10.4 Tiger or OS X 10.5 Leopard
Each pack comes with software CD and license.

DCP No    Description   UK Edu £
D100610   OSX Datalogging-single user pack  £39
D100615   OSX Datalogging-fi ve user pack  £119
D100620   OSX Datalogging-site license pack  £350

A comprehensive progression from Datalogging Insight, 
iLog Studio will bring science teaching to life in your classroom. 
Packed with easy-to-use features for collecting, displaying, 
analysing and modelling experimental data, this software package 
will prove an ideal tool to deliver Secondary Data-logging. 

• A virtual logger simulates logging onscreen, drawing data from 

   sample fi les or data online.

• A new fast data collection option that allows the software 

   to work like an oscilloscope.

• An enhanced user interface.

• A unique range of analysis tools that includes gradient, 

   ratio, area, second order rates of change and more.

• A series of demonstration viewlets.

iLog Studio is supported by easy-to-follow documentation, 
including an extensive selection of curriculum resources and 
relevant experiments so you can start using it in your classroom 
immediately. iLog Junior is also available for younger students 
(see the LogIT Primary catalogue for details)

• Datalogging Insight 4 available while stocks last- see back page

iLog Studio for Windows • Logotron

iLog Studio for Windows
DCP No    Description      UK Edu £
D100560  iLog Single user with CD + manuals      £  93.00
D100561  iLog Studio 5 User additional license     £118.00
D100562  iLog Studio 10 User additional license   £206.00
D100563  iLog Studio 20 User additional license   £294.00

* iLog Studio additional licenses also require the single user pack

AS
SUPPLIEDIN LOGIT MAC OS X
PACKS

Datalogging Software

LogIT - Data logging made easy      www.logitworld.comLogIT - Data logging made easy      www.logitworld.comLogIT - Data logging made easy      www.logitworld.com12



Physiology pack

Contents
• HiTemp temperature sensor
• Wireless Heart Receiver
• Wireless Heart Transmitter & belt
• Pressure Mat set

Pack consists of listed sensors plus the 
relevant LogIT guides and teachers resources 
for a number of data logging experiments.
Use for: many popular basic physiology 
investigations.

• Wireless Heart Transmitter & belt

 D102225  Physiology pack  £135.00

Balance adapter 

Connects most balances with an RS232 
serial type output to LogIT for display or 
simultaneous logging with other sensors.
Simple 2 wire cable needs to be made to suit 
your balance - plug for adapter is included.
See logitworld.com for compatible balances.
Use for:  Transpiration, Rates of reaction 
and the reduction in Mass during 
experiments.

 D100084 Balance adapter   £96.00

 Physics sensor package
Convenient package of sensors plus savings on 
buying individual products.
Contents
• 2 x ProTemp temperature sensors
• Voltage probe set
• Current probe set
• Sound Level sensor, 
• Movement and Position sensor 
• 2 x 1 metre sensor extension cables

Pack consists of the sensors listed plus the relevant LogIT guides and teachers resources for a 
number of data logging experiments. Use for:  Standard physics investigations.

 D102210  Physics sensor package    £230.00

Pack consists of the sensors listed plus the relevant LogIT guides and teachers resources for a 

 Designer 
sensor set 

A pair of adapters to enable 
you to easily make or connect your own sen-
sors. Analogue adapter has a 0 - 2.5V input 
and Digital has a switch contact or 5 volt TTL 
0-1 level. Phono connectors supplied for 
easy and low cost connection.

Use for: Making sensors or experimenting

 D100058 Designer set         £19.90

1 volt sensor 
adapter

LogIT sensor plug 
with 1 metre leads
terminated in 4mm
banana plugs for ease of connection.
Range: 0 - 1 volt DC (maximum 2.5V)
Use for: connecting other sensors or instru-
ments with standard 1 volt outputs such as 
Philip Harris Blue box sensors, Unilab etc

 D100046  1 Volt adapter     £21.90

Instrument 
adapter

To connect 
instruments or sensors with suitable outputs. 
Connections: 4mm wander type sockets.
Range: 0 - 2.5 volts dc maximum

Use for: connecting other probes or 
instruments which have standard chart re-
corder type outputs, eg spectrophotometers

 D100066 Instrument adap. £29.90

Biology 
sensor pack
Contents
• Pulse Monitor
• Humidity sensor
• Barometric Air Pressure sensor
• 2 x Pro-Temp temperature sensors 
• 2 x 1mtr Extension cables

Pack consists of listed sensors plus the 
relevant LogIT guides and teachers resources 
for a number of data logging experiments. 
Use for:  Standard Biology investigations

 D102220  Biology sensors £300.00

• Barometric Air Pressure sensor

 Environmental fi eld pack
Contents
• ProTemp temperature sensor
• pH Electrode amd pH amplifi er adapter
• Dissolved Oxygen probe set
• Humipro Humidity sensor
• Ultraviolet sensor
• Stream fl ow sensor with wading rod
• 1 metre sensor extension cable
Pack consists of the listed sensors plus the relevant LogIT 
guides and teachers resources for a number of data logging 
experiments. Use for: environment Field investigations

 D102230 Environmental Field sensors package                                   £640.00

Connects most balances with an RS232 

you to easily make or connect your own sen-

banana plugs for ease of connection.

1 volt sensor 1 volt sensor 

instruments or sensors with suitable outputs. 
Connections: 4mm wander type sockets.

Sensor packages, adapters & Balance connectivity

 D102230 Environmental Field sensors package                                   £640.00 D102230 Environmental Field sensors package                                    D102230 Environmental Field sensors package                                   

 Chemistry sensor package
Contents
• HiTemp temperature sensor
• pH electrode
• pH amplifi er adapter
• Colorimeter
• Air Pressure sensor

Pack consists of listed sensors plus the relevant LogIT guides 
and teachers resources for a number of data logging 
experiments.
Use for:  most standard chemistry investigations

 D102215  Chemistry sensor package    £270.00
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Pulse & Environmental studies

Ion/ORP and
Redox adapter 

The ION/ORP Redox adapter enables 
standard Ion Selective electrodes or Redox 
potential electrodes to be connected to LogIT. 
It is fi tted with a standard BNC socket.

Use for: Environmental studies (pollution), 
analytical chemistry (eg. determination of 
arsenic, cyanides, zinc, etc), ISE (see right)

 D100082 ORP-ISE adapter    £49.90

 Wireless Heart reciever/transmitter

A small receiver for use with Polar and other similar non-coded 
wireless pulse transmitters. Plugs directly into the datalogger 
or on an extension cable.
The Polar transmitter & belt offered here is a high quality unit 
with built-in sealed battery and no electrical connections to 
the logger ensuring it is completely safe. The transmitter is 
strapped directly to the chest using belt supplied and so al-
lows free movement during exercise and logging on the run.

Use for: Measuring heart rate and its effects during exercise.

 D100148  Polar Wireless Heart Transmitter   £40.00
 D100057  Wireless Heart Receiver    £49.90

 D100061 Weather adapter  £48.00

 Ion selective electrodes
The LogIT combination Ion Selective Electrode range are low 
maintenance solid state electrodes designed for the detection 
and analysis of ions in aqueous solutions and are suitable for use 
in the fi eld and in the laboratory. They are designed to be used 
with the LogIT ION/ORP Redox Adapter (D100082).

Available electrodes include:
D100142 Ammonium        D100145 Flouride
D100141 Bromide        D100146 Nitrate
D100143 Calcium        D100147 Sulphide
D100144 Chloride

 D10014x (as above)  Ion Selective Electrodes              £249.00

with the LogIT ION/ORP Redox Adapter (D100082).

The ION/ORP Redox adapter enables The ION/ORP Redox adapter enables The ION/ORP Redox adapter enables The ION/ORP Redox adapter enables 

 Stream Flow
A water fl ow sensor specifi cally designed to be used in streams or 
rivers. The sensor plugs straight into the datalogger and  is sup-
plied fi tted with a cable and two part 1 metre wading rod.
The sensor design has been type-calibrated by Autonic Research, 
and an independent Researcher in two different University fl umes.

Please note that this sensor does not work 
with the LogIT LIVE data logger.
 

 D100110  Stream fl ow sensor with wading rods                 £175.00 D100110  Stream fl ow sensor with wading rods                 £175.00

Conductivity 

A robust temperature compensated sub-
mersible conductivity probe and amplifi er 
set ideal for water quality measurement and 
testing. The probe is pre-calibrated and fi tted 
with 1 metre waterproof cable.
Range: 100 to 20,000 µS (microsiemens)
Use for: Acid based titrations, salinity of 
rock pools, environmental (water) monitor-
ing, conductimetric titrations. 

 D100083 Conductivity set  £158.00

 Pulse monitor 2

The small clip is clipped to the ear lobe or fi nger and is primarily in-
tended to take quick measurements before and after exercise.
However if the clip is carefully fi tted and restrained from accidental 
movement (see picture) this new design can also be used during light 
excercise because Pulse monitor 2 has smart software inside which 
fi lters out most erroneous readings.  

Use for: classes where pulse measurements on different students can 
be taken quickly without the need to attach anything to the chest.

 D100092  Pulse Monitor 2 with ear& fi nger clip       £69.90

NEW!Humidity

A very high quality Humidity 
sensor in a robust aluminium casing offering 
both rapid response with high accuracy and 
resolution over the entire 0 to 100% relative 
Humidity range (non-condensed).

Use for: Rate of transpiration and humidity, 
environment studies (weather), breathing 
monitor, moisture from burning fuels. 
Often used with a sensor extension lead.

 Weather station 
adaptor set

The weather station adapter set enables 
‘Davis’ anemometer and wind direction 
sensors to be connected to LogIT.
A LogIT temperature sensor is also included 
for the recording of air temperature.

Use for: Logging weather parameters of 
wind speed, direction and Air temperature.

A very high quality Humidity 

 D100077  HumiPro              £98.00
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 Magnetic fi eld probe

Flexible probe with hall sensor at tip
for electromagnetic fi eld 
investigations in the lab.

Range: +/- 90mT 

Use for: Magnetic fi eld through a coil, elec-
tromagnetic induction. 
Often used with a sensor extension lead.

 D100079 Magnetic Field     £60.00

 Magnetic fi eld probe

Flexible probe with hall sensor at tipFlexible probe with hall sensor at tip

 100mV signal adaptor

Contains an amplifi er to enable connection 
of sensitive sensors or other equipment.
Range: -100mV to +100mV
Connection type: BNC socket

Use with: Magnet and a coil to produce an 
induced electric current, connect lab equip-
ment which provide the 100mV range to 
produce bespoke scales and readings.

 D100081  100mV adapter    £35.00

 100mV signal adaptor

Contains an amplifi er to enable connection Contains an amplifi er to enable connection 

 Voltage measurement set

Voltage adapter with set of cables
& various standard probes & clips.
Range: -25 to +25V dc 

Use for: Studying solar cells, 
electric motors,potential difference
across components (eg resistor, 
zener diode). Ohms law (with 
current probe), battery discharge, oscillator 
output, capacitor discharge etc.

 D100045  Voltage probe    £30.00

electric motors,potential difference

 Electrosmog sensor

Contains a built in antenna and wide band amplifi er
to detect and display high frequency radiation & 
radio frequency noise. 

Bandwidth: 100MHz to 2.5GHz

Use for: Mobile and Cordless phone radiation, 
WiFi and Bluetooth radiation, microwave 
investigations, environmental studies.

D100162  Electrosmog sensor                                      £59.90

 Current measurement set

Current adapter with set of cables
& various standard probes & clips.
Range: -1A to +1A dc 

Use for: DC Current 
measurement, ohms law (with
voltage probe), heating effect of 
current (with temperature sensor), 
power (with voltage probe)

 D100068  Current probe    £30.00

current (with temperature sensor), 

Pressure mat set 

Set of 2 Pressure mats with cable
for race timing, exercise etc.

Use for: Measurement of time interval, 
speed, velocity, acceleration, momentum 
and Kinetic Energy, Reaction timing.

Helps to provide tangible answers to 
questions like “Who is the fastest pupil at 
walking or cycling?” etc.

 D100094  Pressure Mat       £29.00

Set of 2 Pressure mats with cable

 Measurement of time interval, 

 Light Gate Vision 
For time, acceleration & velocity measur-
ments. Exclusive new design features a 
visual beam to help understanding, indicator 
LED to aid setting up & versatile mounting 
for clamp stands or camera tripods.
Use for: Measurement of time interval, 
speed, velocity, acceleration, momentum, 
kinetic energy, simple harmonic motion, 
period counting. Also the study of propeller 
design (as a tachometer) and pendulum 
timing (Simple Harmonic Motion).

 D100090 Single light gate  £38.00
D100054 Pair light gates   £70.00

Timing, Electricity & Magnetism

 Push switch

Small push button - can 
be used to trigger and time events.
Ideal fi nger trigger when used with a 
Microsense extension cable.

Use for:  Reaction time measurements, 
timing events such as speed & time used as 
a bumper on the end of a ramp.

 D100049  Push Switch         £14.90

be used to trigger and time events.

NEW!

NEW!
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 ProTemp temperature

This is a robust precision engineered sensor designed to mea-
sure the temperature of liquids or soft soil etc. Often used with 
a sensor extension cable for hand held or clamp stand use.
Probe length: 180mm
Range: -30 to +130°C maximum

Use for: Cooling curves, chemistry, cooling by evaporation, 
how animals survive different climate conditions, energy 
release by germinating seeds, environmental monitoring and 
numerous other applications

 D100047  ProTemp temperature sensor    £27.00
D100098  ProTemp temperature sensor + extension cable  £29.80   

 HiTemp
temperature

General purpose wire 
type as supplied in many LogIT packs. Light 
and small with low thermal mass so fast 
response time for liquids, gases or skin.
Range: -10 to +110°C maximum

Use for:  Skin Temperature, studying cool-
ing curves, insulation properties of materials, 
cooling by evaporation.

 D100089  Hitemp sensor    £20.00

 K-Type adaptor

For use with any standard 
K-type thermocouple - ideal 
for very high temperatures such as ovens etc
Thermocouple Range: -50 to +1200°C

Use for: Melting point of substances, com-
bustion of different fuels, heat conduction 
through metals, temperature distribution of 
a bunsen fl ame, monitoring the cooking of 
food, kiln temperature.

for very high temperatures such as ovens etc

 D100067  K-Type adapter   £59.90

 Infrared 

Measure & record Infrared
heat energy.
Calibrated W/m2 & OC
Range: 0 - 1820 W/m2

Use for: Non contact thermometry, Leslie 
cube, heat detection, solar radiation 
experiments.

 D100160  Infrared                 £70.00

 Ultraviolet 

Designed to measure & record
electromagnetic waves found 
in the Ultraviolet region of the spectrum.  

Spectral response: 215 - 387 nm.
Ranges:  0-1000 mW/m2

 0-100W/m2

Use for: Testing sunglasses, UV recording 
during the day/night, Testing clothes.

in the Ultraviolet region of the spectrum.  

 D100158  Ultraviolet    £95.00

Radioactivity

A very sensitive radioactivity sensor 
which can measure Alpha, Beta and 
Gamma emissions. With low power battery 
feature for long term half life experiments.

Dual Ranges:  Counts per second
  Counts per minute

Use for: Half life measurement, radioac-
tive decay, background radiation counter & 
general radiation detector.

D100040   Radioactivity probe         £198.00

This is a robust precision engineered sensor designed to mea-
sure the temperature of liquids or soft soil etc. Often used with 
a sensor extension cable for hand held or clamp stand use.

 Light level with lens

With lens & coloured fi lter 
set for optics & general use.

Range: 0 to 100%
Bandwidth: 450 - 1040 nm

Use for: Polarising lenses, rates of enzyme 
reaction, yeast growth, refl ective properties 
of materials, strong infrared sources. Often 
used with a sensor extension lead.

 D100044 Light level+lens   £22.00

 LUX 

Wide range sensor with 
integral high quality eye 
response fi lter making it particularly ideal for 
calibrated ambient light studies.

Range: 0-25000 LUX

Use for: Environmental monitoring, rates 
of enzyme reaction, yeast growth, refl ective 
properties of materials.

response fi lter making it particularly ideal for response fi lter making it particularly ideal for response fi lter making it particularly ideal for 

 D100073  LUX                       £59.90

SPX LUX 

The SPX LUX sensor is designed for high 
levels of light intensity measurement, primarily 
monitoring and recording trends and changes 
in environmental levels of natural light where 
range is more important than resolution. 
Range: 0-100,000 LUX

Use for: Environmental sunlight, low power 
lasers, etc.
Often used with a sensor extension lead.

The SPX LUX sensor is designed for high The SPX LUX sensor is designed for high The SPX LUX sensor is designed for high 

 D100095 SPX LUX £29.90

 SmartEye 

A general light level sensor
which can also be used 
as a light gate for measuring 
time & speed with some LogIT models. 
As supplied in Black Box and Voyager sets.
Range: 0 - 20,000 LUX

Use for: LUX light level readings, speed, 
time, fast event capturing such as fl uores-
cent tubes and IR remote controls.

 D100159 Smart Eye          £25.00

Temperature, Light & Radiation

 Light level with lens Light level with lens Light level with lens

Gamma emissions. With low power battery Gamma emissions. With low power battery Gamma emissions. With low power battery 
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 Light switch

Can detect, count and time objects.  
When used with the Infrared source, up to 
1m wide light gates can be constructed.

Use for: Speed, Acceleration, Momentum, 
Kinetic Energy and simple harmonic mo-
tion period can be directly displayed using 
software.

 D100048  Light Switch    £19.90

Can detect, count and time objects.  

Infrared source

This is a small infra red light 
source powered from LogIT’s 
sensor socket.  Makes a wide light gate when 
used with the light switch sensor. (D100048)

Use for: Making a wide light gate (up to 1 
metre when used with a light switch sensor), 
investigating infra red absorption (use with 
light level sensor). Often used with a sensor 
extension lead.

 D100055  Infrared source    £18.75

Refl ective light 
switch 

Can detect, count and time objects with 
refl ective and non-refl ective surfaces. It 
incorporates a miniature infra red light source 
and receiver.

Use for:  Speed, Acceleration, Momentum, 
Tacho, Kinetic Energy and simple harmonic 
motion period to be directly displayed.

 D100052  Refl ective switch  £29.00

 Ranger VS Vision

Ranger VS is an ultrasonic position sensor for physics & 
maths. This new design features a tilt adjustable mounting 
bracket and incorporates a set of rotating LED’s which provide 
a convenient and easy method of setting up the ranger. 

Range: 200 to 5000 mm

Use for:  Simple harmonic motion, distance time graphs, 
dynamics air tracks and general distance measurements.

 D100091 Ranger VS Vision              £125.00

 Sound level 

Designed to measure general and 
comparative levels of sound. It has an 
A-weighted response similar to that of 
the human ear in the frequency range 
400Hz to 4KHz.   
Range:  50-100 dBA
Use for: Sound level through different 
materials (absorption) , refl ected sound, 
noise pollution, amplitude of sound with 
distance etc.

 D100060  Sound Level         £45.00

Sound wave

Display sound waveforms 
using the live scope features built into 
DataVision and on the PC screen using 
Voyager or Black Box.

Use for: Amplitude and Frequency of 
sound, Tuning fork frequencies, Speed of 
Sound (using 2), show difference between 
loud and quiet sounds and difference 
between whistled frequencies.

 D100157 Sound Wave        £47.00

 Magnetic switch

Supplied with a small 
magnet and can be used to detect, count & 
time of passing magnetic objects where 
conventional optical techniques are 
impractical

Use for:  Timing, Speed (tachometer)

 D100051 Magnetic Switch  £19.50

 Linear accelerometer

Measures horizontal or vertical
acceleration. 
Range -50 to +50 ms-2f

Additional software ranges: Angle, G force
Use for: Acceleration due to gravity, measur-
ing acceleration in dynamics, impact and 
collisions, measuring tilt and angle, investigat-
ing the quality of lifts, comparing transport 
mechanisms for delicate objects.

 D100042 Accelerometer     £99.00

Additional software ranges: Angle, G force

 Linear accelerometer

 Force sensor

This new design Force sensor can be used for dynamics 
investigations, collisions and impacts, simple harmonic motion, 
transfers of energy, etc. Can also be used as a simple balance 
- LogIT Lab has scale options for mass displayed in grammes.

Dual range 0 to 3N and 0 to 30N / 300g and 3kg

Use for: Impacts, mass measurements, 
Newtons Laws, Simple Harmonic Motion.

 D100156  Force sensor set                                       £125.00 D100156  Force sensor set                                        D100156  Force sensor set                                        D100156  Force sensor set                                       

Movement & 
Position 

Versatile rotation sensor with extremely 
low torque, giving 0 to 340 degree angular 
position. 

Use for: Simple harmonic motion, plant 
growth / auxanometer, pendulum studies 
etc.

 D100059  Position sensor   £70.00

Can detect, count and time objects with 

Designed to measure general and 
comparative levels of sound. It has an 
Designed to measure general and Designed to measure general and 

Motion, Force & Sound
NEW!

NEW!
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pH Electrode

A high quality pH electrode which is ideal for 
use by students. It has a robust body and 
a plastic protector for the glass bulb at the 
electrode’s end. Supplied with 1m of cable 
and fi tted with a BNC plug.

Use with: Adjustable pH adaptor (D100096) 
or pH amplifi er (D100056).

 D100112 pH electrode         £40.00

Barometric air 
pressure

A sensor designed to specifi cally measure air 
pressure in the barometric range. Includes 
port for attaching tubes etc (see also 
standard air pressure sensor)
Range: 800 - 1100 hPa

Use for: Weather monitoring, Environmental 
studies, Altitude

 D100041 Barometric Air  £69.90

 Adjustable pH amplifi er

Allows very accurate measurements to be taken by enabling 
the amplifi er to be calibrated to the electrode being used thus 
overcoming electrode aging etc. It allows most standard 
pH probes to be used directly with LogIT systems. 
Can also be supplied with electrode as shown. 
Range: 0 - 14pH

Use for: Rates of reaction (eg. souring of wine or yoghurt 
making), environmental monitoring, acid based titration, inter-
action between acids and alkaline’s (eg. indigestion tablets).

D100096 Adjustable pH amplifi er only    £59.90
D100097 Adjustable pH amplifi er + pH electrode   £97.50                  

 Air pressure

A sensitive air pressure sensor 
with sturdy connection for a range of com-
mon tube sizes and ideal for general dry 
air or gas pressure measurement (see also 
barometric air pressure sensor)
Range: 0-200 kPa

Use for: Measuring absolute air pressure 
in lab experiments. 

A sensitive air pressure sensor 
with sturdy connection for a range of com-
A sensitive air pressure sensor A sensitive air pressure sensor 

 D100080 Air Pressure £69.90

Carbon Dioxide
A compact sensor for measuring 
gaseous Carbon Dioxide. 
Uses NDIR (non dispersive 
infrared absorbance) rather than 
electrochemical type  ‘wet cells’ for stability
Range: 0 - 2000 ppm (0-20,000 via software)
Resolution: 1ppm
Use for: Photosynthesis, environmental 
studies, building environmental studies, 
chemical reactions.

 D100161 CO2 sensor         £198.00

pH Electrode

 D100056 pH amplifi er only     £48.00
D100086 pH amplifi er + pH electrode    £85.00  

 pH amplifi er

pH amplifi er that allows most standard pH probes to be 
used directly with LogIT systems. A BNC socket is fi tted 
for connection to most standard probes.
Also available as a set with electrode as shown. 

Range: 0 - 14pH

Use for: Rates of reaction (eg. souring of wine or yoghurt making), environmen-
tal monitoring, interaction between acids and alkaline’s (eg. indigestion tablets).

 D100135  DO2 probe set (as shown above)   £179.00
D100107  Spare membrane set     £48.00  

Dissolved Oxygen probe
The latest version of the LogIT dissolved Oxygen probe has 
automatic temperature compensation and does not require 
a battery, charging and polarising itself from the logger.
The probe  is fi tted with a 1 metre cable.

Range: 0-200% Saturation  (or ppm 0-20mg/l via software)

Use for: Effect of temperature change on respiration rates (eg. locusts, 
yeast or maggots), oxygen in fermentation, oxygen content in exhaled air, 
oxygen levels in ponds in relation to depths and photosynthesis.

 D100150  Colorimeter set including sample cuvette         £89.00

Colorimeter

The LogIT Colorimeter has a built-in three colour solid state LED 
light source of specifi c Red (625nm), Green (565nm) and 
Blue (430nm) bandwidths for excellent stability and ease of use 
with no fi lters to use. Light is passed through the sample in a standard cuvette 
(included) and measured by a visible light level sensor. 
Powered by the datalogger - no batteries or power unit required.
Ranges:  Absorbance  0.05 - 1.05 Abs  /  Transmittance  0.0 - 110.0 %T

Use for: Beers Law, Lamberts Law, sample testing

with no fi lters to use. Light is passed through the sample in a standard cuvette with no fi lters to use. Light is passed through the sample in a standard cuvette with no fi lters to use. Light is passed through the sample in a standard cuvette 

A compact sensor for measuring 

infrared absorbance) rather than 

A sensor designed to specifi cally measure air 

Barometric air 

Electrochemistry, Colorimetery, CO2 & Air pressure
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  Airlink wireless long range bluetooth link between LogIT & PC (up to 100 metres)
LogIT Airlink adds wireless connectivity.  Suitable for LogIT SL, DataMeter 1000, DataVision CX/BX & serial Explorer 
D107010 LogIT Airlink 100 adapter  Adds Bluetooth® Class 1 wireless connectivity to LogIT serial data loggers £70.00 
D107015 LogIT Airlink set  LogIT Airlink 100 apater & Bluetooth® Class 1 USB adapter  £95.00 
D107020 Computer Bluetooth® adapter Adds  Bluetooth® Class 1 functionality to most USB equipped computers £39.90 

Sensor cables & accessories 
D100131 Sensor extension lead 1  Professional 1 metre long with repairable metal cased connectors  £  9.90 
D100132 Sensor extension lead 2  Professional 3 metre long with repairable metal cased connectors  £11.90 
D100133 Sensor extension lead 3  Economy 1 metre long with moulded connectors - non repairable  £  7.95
D100115  Sensor mounting set  Set of 6 sensor mounting clips with screws for mounting sensors  £  4.00 

 General accessories 
D100093 LogIT range accessory pack Sound level, HiTemp, 2 Light switches, extension lead. control LED £85.00
D100074 CheckIT display module Clip on display for LogIT SL or LIVE to show sensor readings   £69.90 
D100037 LogIT mains power pack Power unit for LogIT SL, LIVE or DataMeter 1000   £11.90
D100136 LogIT Multi-charger set Charge up to 5 DataMeters using one power unit (included)  £24.00 
D100375 LogIT DataVision power pack A high power UK AC mains adapter/charger for LogIT DataVision only £16.00
D100117 LogIT SL/LIVE carry case only Spare carry case as supplied with LogIT SL/LIVE packs including foam £12.00
D100118 DataMeter carrying case only Spare carry case as supplied with DataMeter packs including foam £12.00
D100119 Five SL/LIVE carry case Spare carry case for 5 LIVE’s or LogIT SL’s and sensors including foam £30.00
D100370 DataVision/Sensorlink case Spare carry case for DataVision/Sensorlink and sensors including foam £15.00

 Teaching resources & support material 
D103020 eXperiment! resource site CD Site license CD of eXperiment! multimedia resources (Windows only) £95.00
D103025 eXperiment! Single user CD Single user CD of eXperiment! multimedia resources (Windows only) £30.00
D100211 Ideas for Datalogging  The basics of data logging; includes Primary and Secondary investigations £14.95
D100208 Datalogging in Practice book Comprehensive book to help incorporate data logging in education £20.00
D100203 IT in Secondary Science book Compendium of ideas for Secondary Science by Roger Frost  £20.00
D100202  IT in Primary Science book Compendium of ideas for Primary Science by Roger Frost  £20.00
D100204 Datalogging and Control book Comprehensive resource on data logging and control technology  £20.00

Cables & adapters to connect dataloggers to the computer
D100120 Serial to USB adapter cable Connects any serial LogIT to a USB port; PC (Win 98SE+) MAC (OS9/OSX) £24.99
 Compatible with LogIT Lab 3/4, Insight 3/4, iLog, DataSweet Datalogging OSX & now with LogIT Lab 3/4 single & MSI network installer CD
D100138 USB A-B replacement cable 2m USB replacement cable to link USB LogIT to USB PC/MAC  £  7.90
D100124 PC serial link cable  For standard 9pin PC serial COM socket     £  9.90
D100128 PC cable to LogIT adapter Adapts palmtop PC cable for LogIT use (eg CE Computers etc)  £  9.90
D100125 9-25 way adapter  Adapter to use LogIT PC serial link cable with 25 pin PC COM serial sockets £  5.90
D100129 DBus extension cable  To extend serial link cable or enable SwitchIT to be used with DataMeter £  6.90

Control
D100101 Control LED  Indicator for simple low cost control/feedback experiments (not LogIT SL) £  5.95
D100102 Control Buzzer  Sounder for simple low cost control/feedback experiments (not LogIT SL) £10.00
D100103 Control Relay  For simple feedback control of lamps, motors etc up to 24V/0.5A (not SL) £20.00

Clearance items - available while stock lasts
D100053 LogIT SL/LIVE leather case High quality leather case to fi t LogIT SL or LIVE with belt clip clearance price £  4.00
D100126 Apple serial link cable  For Apple Mac and eMate 300 computers with modem/printer ports £  4.00
D100127 PB1-2/Psi3-3a link cable For Pocket book 1-2/Psion 3-3a also requires serial link (D100128) £  4.00
D100130 PB3/Psi3C link cable  For Pocket book 3 or Psion 3c direct (no other serial lead/link required) £  4.00
D100124 PC serial link cable  For standard 9pin PC serial COM socket  clearance price  £  4.00
D100062 SwitchIT   4 channel relay control interface - up to 1A/24V per channel clearance price £25.00
    (SL,LIVE and DataMeter only - 500mA power unit included    
D100129 DBus extension cable  To extend serial link cable or enable SwitchIT use with DataMeter  £  6.90 
D100064 AlarmIT   For adding buzzer/alarm - LogIT SL only     clearance price  £  5.00

LogIT     Cables, Control & accessories
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MICROSENSE SENSORS continued
D100150 Colorimeter- easy to use built-in stable wavelength LEDs £89.00
D100077 HumiPro Humidity Sensor-Fast response Range 0-100%  £98.00
D100069 Humidity Sensor - 10-90% for general use only £75.00
D100040 Radioactivity Probe - Sensitive Alpha, Beta & Gamma £198.00
D100080 Air Pressure - with multi size nipple  Range 0-200 kPa £69.90
D100041 Barometric Air Pressure - Range 800 - 1100 millibar £69.90
D100061 Weather Station adapter set - connects to Davis stations £48.00
D100110 Stream Flow sensor - measure fl ow in rivers & streams £175.00
LogIT Microsense Sensor Packs    
D102210 Physics - 2 ProTemp,Voltage,Current,Sound,Movement+ £230.00
D102220 Biology - 2 ProTemp, Pulse Mon, Humidity, Barometric + £300.00
D102215 Chemistry -HiTemp, pH amp & electrode, Colorimeter, Air £270.00
D102225 Basic Physiology - HiTemp, Pressure mats, Heart Tx+Rx £135.00
D102230 Field - Temp,pH amp & electrode,DO2,Humidity,Flow, UV £640.00
Connecting Balances and other equipment    
D100084 Balance adapter - connects Balance’s with serial output £96.00
D100058 Designer sensor set of an Digital and Analogue adapter £19.90
D100046 1 volt sensor adapter - for connecting other sensors £21.90
D100066 Instrument adapter - for connecting instruments 0-1V £29.90
D100076 4-20mA Current loop adapter for professional instruments £59.90
Sensor cables and accessories
D100131 Sensor extension 1 - 1m with metal repairable connectors £9.90
D100132 Sensor extension 2 - 3m with metal repairable connectors £11.90
D100133 Sensor extension lead 3 - 1m moulded but non-repairable £7.95
D100115 Sensor Mounting set - clips and screws to mount sensors £4.00
General accessories    
D100074 CheckIT LCD display module for LogIT LIVE or SL only £69.90
D100037 Mains Power Pack for LogIT LIVE, Radioactivity, CO2 etc £11.90
D100136 Multi-Charger set - charges up to 5 DataMeter 1000’s £24.00
D100375 LogIT DataVision UK Power Pack - Euro & USA available £16.00
D100053 LogITLeather case for LogIT SL/LIVE only  £4.00
D100117 LogIT/LIVE spare carry case   £12.00
D100118 DataMeter spare carry case   £12.00
D100119 FIVE SL/LIVE/Black Box large carry case  £30.00
D100370 DataVision / Sensorlink carry case   £15.00
Teaching resources and support materials 
D103020 eXperiment! Multimedia Resource CD site license (WIN) £95.00
D103025 eXperiment! Multimedia Resource CD single user (WIN) £30.00
D100211 Ideas for Datalogging - set of copiable worksheets £14.95
D100208 DataLogging in Practice book - Roger Frost  £20.00
D100203 IT in Secondary Science Book - Roger Frost  £20.00
D100202 IT in Primary Science Book - Roger Frost  £20.00
D100204 DataLogging and Control Book - Roger Frost  £20.00
LogIT Airlink adds bluetooth wireless to LogIT SL, DataMeter 1000 or DataVision
D107010 AirLink 100 100m Adaptor - plugs onto serial connector £70.00
D107020 Bluetooth® Class 1 long range Adaptor for PC  £39.90
D107015 AirLink Set - Airlink 100 and bluetooth adapter set £95.00
Cables & adapters to link computers to LogIT 
D100120 LogIT Serial-USB Adapter and cable with updater CD £24.99
D100124 PC serial link cable    £4.00 SALE
D100128 PC cable to LogIT adapter - for palm serial (eg. Win CE) £9.90
D100138 Standard USB A-B replacement cable  £7.90
D100125 9-25 way adapter    £5.90
D100126 Apple Serial Link cable for older Apple Macs & eMate 300 £4.00 SALE
D100127 PB1-2/Psi3-3a Link cable - Clearance!  £4.00 SALE
D100130 PB3/Psi3C Link cable - Clearance!   £4.00 SALE
Control products - use LogIT to control devices on sensor levels etc 
D100101 Control LED - program to light on sensor level(s) etc £5.95
D100102 Control Buzzer - program to sound on sensor level(s) etc £10.00
D100103 Control Relay - switch small lamps or motors from LogIT! £20.00
D100062 SwitchIT - 4 relay controller for LIVE or DataMeter only £25.00SALE
D100064 AlarmIT - D Bus buzzer for LogIT SL, LIVE or DataMeter £5.00  SALE
D100129 DBus extension cable - to use SwitchIT on DataMeter £6.90

DATA LOGGING SOFTWARE  
LogIT Lab 4 - for Windows 98SE, XP, Vista-Universal work with all LogIT models 
D100520 LogIT Lab 4 Universal - Single   £50.00
D100525 LogIT Lab 4 Universal - SITE   £130.00
D100522 LogIT Lab 3 to 4 single upgrade   £35.00
D100527 LogIT Lab 3 to 4 SITE upgrade   £90.00 
DataSweet for MAC OSX - For Apple Mac’s running OSX 10.4+. Includes simul-
tanoeus Video & experiment recording. Datasweet datalogging works with the 
following LogIT models: Explorer, Sensorlink, DataMeter, Voyager and Black Box  
D100610 DataSweet Datalogging - Single user license and CD £39.00
D100615 DataSweet Datalogging - 5 user license and CD £119.00
D100620 DataSweet Datalogging - SITE license and CD £350.00
iLog Studio Software - for Windows XP or Vista. Brand New software by 
Logotron which will replace Insight and is compatible with all LogIT dataloggers 
D100560 iLog Studio WIN Single User Pack with manuals & CD £93.00
D100561 iLog Studio 5 User upgrade license - needs single pack £118.00
D100562 iLog Studio 10 User upgrade license-needs single pack £206.00
D100563 iLog Studio 20 User upgrade license-needs single pack £294.00
D100564 iLog Studio 40 User upgrade license-needs single pack £392.00 
Insight 4 Software - for Windows and still available while stocks last   
D100550 Insight 4 WIN Single User Pack with manuals & CD £93.00
D100551 Insight 4 WIN 5 User upgrade license - needs single pk £118.00
D100552 Insight 4 WIN 10 User upgrade license - needs single pk £206.00
iLog Studio upgrades from Insight - Please note upgrades only available direct 
from DCP - send upgrade orders with copy of license(s) or invoice for the older 
like for like (eg 10 user Insight 4 license can upgrade to 10 user iLog studio)  
D199065 iLog Studio Upgrade -1 user pack with CD & manual £65.10
D199066 iLog Studio Upgrade - 5 user license - needs 1 user pk £82.60
D199067 iLog Studio Upgrade - 10 user license - needs 1 user pk £144.20
D199068 iLog Studio Upgrade - 20 user license - needs 1 user pk £205.80
D199069 iLog Studio Upgrade - 40 user license - needs 1 user pk £274.40
Upgrades & licenses from other Insight products available - please ask for details 

Prices exclude VAT but include delivery to UK mainland schools     E&OE
DATA LOGGER PACKS
PC sets are supplied with LogIT Lab for the logger:Windows 98SE/2000/NT/XP/Vista
Mac OS X sets are supplied with DataSweet Datalogging: Mac OS X 10.4, 10.5 +
Black Box + CD, HiTemp & Smart Eye sensors, USB cable, Teachers guide, case
D102520 Black Box ONE pack for PC Windows set  £99.00 
D102530 Black Box FIVE pk Windows +free Protemp & site license £495.00
D102525 Black Box ONE pack for Mac OS X  £99.00
D102535 Black Box FIVE pack for Mac OS X + free ProTemp £495.00
D102510 Black Box only - no software, sensors or cable  £79.00
Voyager SX + CD, HiTemp & Smart Eye sensors, USB cable, Teachers guide, case
D102110 Voyager SX ONE for PC Windows set  £199.00
D102115 Voyager SX FIVE Windows + free Protemp & site license £995.00 
D102111 Voyager SX ONE Pack for Mac OS X 10.4  £199.00
D102116 Voyager SX FIVE Pack Mac OS X 10.4 + free Protemp £995.00
Voyager SXAir - as above but USB and built in Class 1 Bluetooth® connectivity
D102112 Voyager SXAir One  PC Win 98SE/ME/2000/NT/XP/Vista £249.00
D102117 Voyager SXAir FIVE Windows + free Protemp & site lics £1245.00
SensorLink one channel USB logger - up to 6 can be plugged into same computer!
D103012 SensorLink for PC WIndows with USB cable & CD £49.00 
D103015 SensorLink for Mac OS X  with USB cable & CD £49.00
D103010 eXperiment! WIN inc light sensor & eXperiment! resource £69.00
D103020 eXperiment! Resource CD only for Windows Site license  £95.00
LogIT DataVision (all with UK power pack - Euro or USA instead at no extra cost)
D100350 DataVision CX only pack with power pack and case only £359.00
D100355 DV CX PC WIN CD +HiTemp & Light sensors, USB cable £399.00
D100360 DV CX Class Pk: 5 CX, 1 CD Site, 1 Sound wave sensor £1495.00
D100380 DataVision BX only pack with power pack and case only £299.00
D100385 DV BX PC WIN CD +HiTemp & Light sensors, USB cable  £349.00
DataMeter 1000  (all with UK power pack - Euro or USA instead at no extra cost)
D100332 DM WIN USB Pack inc Hitemp & light sensors, cable, CD £310.00
D100333 DM MAC USB Pack inc Hitemp & light sensors, cable, CD £310.00
D100317 DM WIN serial Pk inc Hitemp & light sensors, cable, CD £299.00 
D100329 DM Adv USB WIN pk-as D100332 but Insight 4 software £398.00 
LogIT LIVE - Real time only DataLogger - runs for months on 9V battery or mains pk
D100300 LIVE Serial Basic pack with Light, HiTemp & serial cable £99.00
D100336 LIVE USB Basic pack with Light, HiTemp & USB cable £110.00
D100338 FIVE LIVE pack USB - 5 of D100336 + Protemp & cable £549.00
D100337 LIVE USB windows starter pk - as D100336 + LogIT Lab £129.00 
LogIT Explorer - Primary & Middle Schools datalogger - see separate catalogue

MICROSENSE SENSORS - all are pre-calibrated & feature auto identifi cation 
Temperature and Light sensing    
D100089 HiTemp Temperature sensor  -10 to 110˚C as in packs £20.00
D100047 ProTemp temperature sensor -30 to +130˚C Probe type £27.00 
D100098 ProTemp probe + 1m extension cable bundle (saves £4) £29.80
D100067 K-Type Thermocouple adapter - Range -50˚C to +1200˚C £59.90
D100160 Infrared sensor - calibrated in both W/m2 and ˚C £70.00
D100158 Ultraviolet light sensor - UVA and UVB sensitive £95.00
D100088 General Light Level sensor Range 0-100%  £18.00
D100044 Light Level sensor with lens & fi lter set Range 0-100% £22.00
D100073 LUX sensor  Range 0-25000 LUX with eye response £59.90
D100095 SPX LUX Sensor   Wide Range 0-100,000 LUX £29.90
D100159 SmartEye sensor  Dual Light level 20000 LUX & timing £25.00
Voltage, Current, Movement and Timing 
D100079 Magnetic Field sensor Range -90mT to +90mT £60.00
D100045 Voltage Measurement set  Range -25 to +25V dc £30.00
D100068 Current Measurement probe  Range -1 to +1A dc £30.00
D100081 100mV signal adapter Range -100mV to +100mV £35.00
D100059 Movement & position rotation - low friction Range 0-340˚ £70.00
D100091 Ranger VS Vision - LED display, stand & no battery reqd £125.00 NEW
D100042 Linear Accelerometer - X or Y Range -50 to + 50 m/s/s £99.00
D100156 Force Sensor - mass, dynamics: Dual range 0-3N / 0-30N £125.00 NEW
D100054 Light Gate Vision - visible beam & universal mounts (pair) £70.00   NEW
D100090 Light Gate Vision - visible beam & universal mtg (single) £38.00   NEW
D100094 Pressure mat set - pair of mats for timing experiments £29.00 
D100048 Light Switch sensor for timing etc-can use with IR source £19.90
D100055 Infra Red Source - use with Light switch for long beam £18.75
D100052 Refl ective Light Switch - for counting/timing, eg Tacho £29.00
D100050 Start/Mark Switch - compatible with SL & DataMeter only £14.90
D100049 Push Switch - used to count or time, eg reaction timing £14.90
Heart Monitoring 
D100148 Polar Wireless Heart Transmitter - belt fi ts around chest £40.00
D100057 Wireless Heart Receiver - receives signal from above £49.90
D100092 Pulse Monitor - with ear / fi nger clip. Counts & waveform £69.90
Electrochemistry, Air Pressure and Environmental Sensing 
D100060 Sound Level sensor - 50 to 100dBA  £45.00
D100157 Sound Wave Sensor - show sound waveforms  £47.00
D100162 ElectroSmog sensor - measure & compare RF radiation £59.90  NEW
D100112 pH electrode - quality electrode with resin body & cable £40.00
D100056 pH amplifi er - standard plug & go - not calibratable £48.00
D100086 Standard amplifi er and pH electrode set  £85.00
D100096 Adjustable pH Amplifi er - allows calibration with electrode £59.90
D100097 Adjustable pH Amplifi er and Electrode set  £97.50
D100113 pH Coax to BNC adapter - adapts older electrodes £  6.00
D100135 Submersible DO2 probe set - with membranes and KCL £179.00
D100107 Spare membrane set for DO2 probe  £48.00
D100161 CO2 Sensor - Range 0-2000 & 0-20,000 ppm              £198.00 NEW
D100083 Conductivity probe set - Range 100-20000 microsiemens £158.00
D100082 Ion selective / ORP Redox electrode adapter  £49.90
D100142 Ammonium Ion selective electrode                     £249.00
D100141 Bromide Ion selective electrode   £249.00
D100143 Calcium Ion selective electrode   £249.00
D100144 Chloride Ion selective electrode   £249.00
D100145 Flouride Ion selective electrode   £249.00
D100146 Nitrate Ion selective electrode   £249.00
D100147 Sulphide Ion selective electrode   £249.00
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